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PREFACE

This thesis represents a struggle in extrapolating
bias and translating personal feelings beyond opinions
towards a philosophy. The latter point does not mean transforming opini-ons into facts, but changing segmented opinions
to a definite, cohesive attitude. For the attitude of the
architect, planner, or taxonomist is the beginning, (or the
soul) and the motivating spark for the categorization of
activities which eventually leads to atterations in the
physical envj.ronment "
begin at developing an attitud.e
towards recreation. One way is from personal experience
and observation. For instance, if I had not lived in
Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, Thunder Bay, Ottawa, Vlinnipeg,
Calgary, and Vancouver and gone jogging, bicyclirg,
Where does one

swimming, skiing, fishing, tobogganirg, and skating without

experiencing frustration the limited access to these
unorganized activities in the respective cities, then I
would not be doing this thesis" Yet, in all these Canad.ian
cent.res I found public recreational facilities frustratingly
inadequate.

In my economical situation, I personally found
walking, jogging, swimming, and bicycling to be the most
satisfying forrn of sports " This type of activity can be
II

a].l_

classified as informal recreation because: (a) you use a
minimum of equipment; (b) no money is involved; (c) they are
engaged in spontaneous activities, they are not a scheduled
event, they can be performed whenever the individual has the
Lime and the inclinatÍon (d) they can be done by individuals
or in groups; (e) no elaborate organization is involved.
I especially appreciated the pedestrian paths and
bicycle brails which I discovered close to my residence
in the city" The "monkey trails", so nicknarned at Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg and the o'long stairs" complex up
Itlount Royal, Montreal are just two examples. After I
experienced these facilitiesu it occurred to me that urban
life could be changed immensely if Èhe cities had a more
comprehensive system of walking and cycling paths; a system
which joined the existing pockets of public recreatíonal
areas, and a system which also separaÈed these areas from
the usual vehicular traffic.
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FORWARD

contradictions within our society are nowhere more
dramaLically expressed. than in the physical structure of our
cities. The ad hoc construction patterns of the urban
setting, with its tall, centre core and ever-growing fringeo
is jubilantly celebrated as a s1'mbo1 of progress. So often
Progress has been related. to growth that we mistake one for

the other, yet this uncontrolled growth does not come without a price. A price which is diffícult to challenge
because it is equally difficult
to evaluate.
Generally the reaction to conjected., ad hoc, urban
planning was one of avoidance. fn the past, millions of
people were able to leave their und.esírable environment in
Europe and start. afresh j-n America" If the new industrial
towns brought misery to their occupants, the logical and
easiest solution was for them to leave" Therefore, the
planning of the tennant housing structure of the towns was
left unchallenged.
Unfortunately, the frontiers are now gione. Canadians
cannot abandon their urban settings i at least not in ni¡nlcers
that would be of importance" Today, moving from one nation
to another is really moving from urban setting to another"
I
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easily escape our urban environment, public policy has become a critical crises. North
American policies have t.raditionally allowed ind.ivid.uals to
shape the urban environment by arbitrary construction of
large and small projects" No thought is given to pubric
concern" This type of decision making must be questioned.
The web of city life has developed such tangles, that
developers, large and smarlo with their land price inflating
Because we cannot

tactics, contror the decision making process. However, what
is considered as good for the d.evelopers hây, in the long
run, not be good public policy regardless of the immediate
short term gains.
It might be argued that our urban centres are built
with the consent of the population. The population, though,
has more immediate needs to worry about such as:

family

life, education, food, fun, etc" I{orrying about street
patterns is a luxury of those who can afford the time away
from work and daily chores. The people rvho actively concern
themselves with the construction of our urban centers are
few and are usually the better paid professionals, politicians ¡ or businessmen who gain directly or indirectly

d.esigning the city, the streets, and the buildings"

from
The

complacency of the general population is a function of

ignorance of what a city could be and not a sign of
condonancy" This complacency is slowly ch4nging as different

organizations learn to articulate t.heir wishes. Up until

a

few years ago the criticism of glovernment public housing

policy by the Canadian Public Housing Tenants Association
l,qouId have caused resentment because

it would have been
considered. as a rude charlenge to traditionar attitudes
towards designing of public housing. l
The strongest contradiction that must be studied is

that of t.rying to find arcl:itectural programs to solve
economic and political problems. The cost of housing has
risen mainly d.ue to the inf latj-onary cost of land and money.
Designing better environments cannot be related to designing
cheaper environments, for the sacrifices in architecture
save us a small per cent of the overall project cost. There-

fore, one has to seriuosly question vrhy architecture cost
saving devices are emphasized.. The stress shourd be placed
on urban planning as a tool for solving the problems created
are forced to live together and not as a politica1 tool to gaj-n votes or private wealth.
Developers are encouragred to pack as many apartments
on to the site as possible so that the maximum return for
the investment can be rnade" Yet the tenants of this project
must live within this environment where public spaces are
trimn'.ed to a token" Each individual project packag€,
rrnrelated. to the others and often red.undant, make up our
cities.
It is no surprise that North American cities are
d.ull" This atmosphere, of course, affects the citizens.
Suggestions for improving this condition are as mixed and
when peopre
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varied as the conditions that produce the situations. In
general, within the system of checks and. balances between t.he
right of an individual and the right of public policy, the
latter deserves fresh attention"
An attempt to preserve both the rights of the
individual and of public policy is exernplified in the
construction of the new city hall in Toronto. It differs
f rom the old city hall, not in the form of t.he of f ice
buildings, buÈ because of a large, public square. Through
the consLruction of this square, public recreation has been
integrated into the cíty core.

Today after two decad.es of desiccationr there seems to
be evidence of a renaissance in urban park usage" The
common meeting ground. of a practicing democraòy,
envisioned. by the English do-gooders of the past
century, fray yet be realized in our time. And if there
is a key to urban resol.u,tion in America, a way out of
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the present morass of fear, mistrust, and commercial
brutalisn, the changes are that it wilt be found in
social institutions rather than in pragmatic esthetics,
and rational, structural ord.er, The first Peoplers Park
movement grew out of the popular need; and while leaving
little of esthetic innovation, it helped to convince a
reluctant middle class society of the basic humanity of
all men.2
One of the main conflicts of architects involves the
concept of "justice. meaning giving what a person is legally
d.ue to him, and the concept of "public policy" meaning
restricting an individual's legal right for the general
benefit of mankind..3 It is clearly not one policy or the
other, but a mixture of the two "justice" and "public
policy" that must be carefully balanced to give the public
and the individual the rewards of urban living.4

Collins, in his recent book Architectural Jud.gem.ent
documents a case that clearly explains the conflict.
Leeds Industrial Co-operative Society V Shack which v¡as
'
decided in the House of Lords in L924 by a majority of
3:2 in favour of the appellants. The respondents had
applied for an injunction to prevent the appellants from
constructing a building so high as to interfere with his
right to Iight" They impliecl that it was in the public
interest to all-ow them to infringe another propertyowners right if they themselves \,rere willing to pay such
compensation as might be considered equitable by the
courts, where as the respondent argued, thatr orì the
contraryo it was manifestly against the public interest
to allow someone to buy permission to do something which
would otherwise be i1legal"5
The right to 'Iightr' or for that matter, fresh air, a view,
.or recreation is not beyond reasonable demand if accurate
planning is done by politicians' economists, and planners.
But long before the issues of over-crowd.ing or pollution
pushed planners into more detail zoning by-laws, the ad hoc

construction of the streets and buildings have left an
impossible physical burd.en which conflicts with social
architecture "
The task of buying back public spaces within our

existing t.ightly jammed, privately owned urban centres such
as: New York, Montreal, and Toronto is impossible. ïn
Europe, however, especially around London, England, nev¡
towns were constructed as an atternpt to correct the uncontrolled growth of the greater London area" Their success is
difficult to evaluateo but the same idea is under consideration by the Canadian government for the Toronto area.
What Ís so important in developing a completely rrew
town or subdivision is that the giovernmenL owns the land.
This allorvs:
the site planning to proceed without pressure of
jamminE the site for maximum profit,
opportunities for experimenting with new housing
forms,

it frees the project of existing municipal by-Iaws,
savings on land costs per unit,
- monies that would be consumed as profit to be left
on the site ín the form of public amenities"
The public seems determined to have at all costs,
amenities that are part of the communityrs environment,
shopping' recreation,
complete with all the facilities:
ed.ucation, diverse landscape, daycare centres, etc. The

emphasis then falls on the relationship between each house

and iLs lot, between each house and its neighbour, and

a

return to the blessing of basic privacy. In other words, it
is the home purchaser who will get a great deal more comfort
and satisfaction from the neighbourhood itself, and what it
has to offer" The area surrounding a house and the
iecreational opportunities available will become more
important than the characteristics of the particular house. b
Until now, the only opportuníties to plan a balanced
community (mixture of incomes), providing these amenities,
have been curtailed by government economic policies. The
federal policy of 2001000 housing units per year may or may
not be met; and if the private market does rneet the quota,
then there is no pressure on the government to build low
cost or public housing.
It has been argued that this implies that. public
activity is merely responsiver âs a residual, to private
activity, and this is bad. There is some truth to the
residual notion, and indeed, there has to be. If
private activities are free to flucLuate as it. is in a
free economy, public activity must take into account
the general economic objectives of stable growth if high
levels of employment are to be achieved. One sure way
'bo push up housing cost, quite apart from more general
inflationary risks, would be to keep publicly initiated.
housing at a high lgvel regardless of what happens in
the private market. /
If the above statement is true, how can we then
implement the amenities to the public? What vehical can be
used to add to the richness of the urban settings? Is the
city form still to be at the whim of private enterprize, or
should governnent step in and be responsible for planning?

B

It was the avant-garde theorists who were the most
fervent protagonists of the politicar control of architecture fifty years ago, and in so far as radical architectural theorists nay now object to such political
contrors as exist, it is because of the existence of
such control per sê¡ but rather because the party in
power does not subscribe to their o\Á/n architectural
beliefs " B
The rerationship is not difficurt for architects d.oing
individual buildings who certainly do not require special
legislation to accomplish good archi-tecture, but few
specialists in urban design have any doubt that legislative
sanctions of some kind are essential if their work is to be
successful.
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The contradiction between servicing the state or

servicing a political party cuts into the architect-poritican rerationship" Better public housing could be designed
in Canada, but at present, governments at fed.eral, provincial, and municipal levels cannot co-ordj-nate their
polici-es

"

Currently, good architectural standards are of
secondary importance because politicians are nore concerned.
with spending public monies frugally. public spending for
housing ís played d.own in an attempt to maintain the work
incentives of the majority of private citizens. Ho\,üever,
the need for public housing is increasing and consequently,
the government must concern itself with the planning of the
total community" To do this. tl:e government will have to
buy large tracts of land" This will check land speculation
and lower the cost of public housing. Once large tracts

I
of land are owned by the government, the architect becomes
free Lo d.evelop communitj-es around public recreation.
Now the question arises as to what amenities are
actually needed. in Canadian residential communities, and
how should these amenities be implemented? As far as
Canadian cities are concerned, up until now, the relationshíp between its form and diverse recreational activities
has not been so critical.
Canadians could easily escape
the dull urban core by going to the nearby countryside and
to a seemingly limitless number of lakes, streams, and wild
forests, to fulfill
their recreation needs. The urban home
was thought of as a convenience for school and work, and
serious recreation was reserved for the cottage and summer.
Canada, having an abundance of recreational land, reinforces
arguments against large public areas within its urban
settings. CounLless sunimer homes are within easy drivi.ng
distance of Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, Thunder Bay, Winnipeg, and Vancouver. Tt was at
the cottage where the people exercised and refreshed their
spirits with sailing, swimming, fishing, hiking, hunting,
canoeing, and many other physical and mental skill testing
actions took place.
No other country in the world has a population
which, until now oriented itself to both a winter and
sufirmer residence" Howeverr âs our urban centers increase
in size recreational opportunities become threatened.

10
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Because city space is incr:ea.sÍngly being sacrificed for

traffic there is less space for parks. We cannot ignore
this problem any longer by escaping to the country due to
the fact that suitable lake frontage for new cottages,
within driving distance from the city and on unpolluted
waters is gone. The lower Great Lakes, Lake Erie, and
Lake ontario, are porruted and are not favored. for swimming"
Serious fishing has disappeared on Lake Superior even with
its relatively unpopulated shores " The price of cottages
and property are now jealously guarded becausej of increasing
pressure for recreation space by all segments of the
population.
The time has come for all Canadian cities to plan

1I

for the future. we must provide facirities within the
communities so that the pressure to 1eave the city for
recreation will be reduced. This wourd, ât the same time,
rerieve pressure on the remaining lakes and wild areas for
future generations" The emphasis must be praced on a more
slower and wiser devel-opment of our total environment.
The amenities need not be the large expensive gymsr

rinks, bowring alleys, for they may not be as beneficial as
merely closing off a street between noon and dusk for
children to play" rn this sense we must be concerned with
providing simple, but essential, modes of recreation for
people of all ages and in all stages of development.
The city planner has not yet come to rearize the futler
nature of his task, the provision of an environment
suited to every phase of life and growth from infancy
to senescence" Too much of our planning up to nov¡,
certainly in North America has been concentrated. on
ad.ult life, indeedr on the adult life of the masculine
half of the population, and on only so much of this
life is concerned with business, industry, administration, traffj-c, transportation" Even in handling adults,
the city planner has omitted important areas of

actívities

"

Io

Recreation within the city can be integrated i_n the
growing areas, and with common sense" Planning that rel-ates

to the more diverse language of human actions need not be
excluded in the existing built up areas " urban recreation
does not have to be a fantastic expense. The key l-ies in

wise planning, and a realignment of priorities.

CONCEPTUALÏZ ING

It ís easy to criticize the existing recreational
facilities in residential areas once one has set up an ideal
and determined how existing patterns fail to meet these
standards. However, it is more difficult to apply this
philosophy of recreation to the existing city patterns.
This is especially true when the philosophy contradicts
traditional attitudes and existing legislation. Because
there are these contradictions in the areas of recreation,
we should then look for precedent.s which exist in the
system despite the contradictions and which support the
ideal that informat publ.ic recreational spaces should be
integrated into residential communities.
One preced.ent which supporLs this ideal of integration is Stevenage. The precedent at the new town of
Stevenage, England. is its network of pedestrian, bicycle,
and vehicle traffic"
The principle motivating planning is
a respect for peoplets different needs" Stevenage is part
of the nel{ community phenomenon of England which provides
a different value orientation for conceptualizing "urban
problems" and urban solution=.11
New Community large scale developments planned to provide
housing, employment, and a system of integrated facilities and services within self-contained environment
spring from and old idea" For decades new cities have
t2
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been proposed and buirt both here and abnoad (Brasilia,
Canberra, AusLralia and Washington, D. C. for example).
Nevertheless, there is a great d.ifference between ã new
city built to serve a single purpose, such as a national
capital and new communities that are developed as a
response to urban pressures. The latter concept is one
of the authentic revolution ideas of our time.12

put forth
to check uncontrorred qrowth, particularry in cities such as
London, England. Stevenage, Harlon, Brachnell, Crawley,
Hatfíeld have not stopped London from continuing its sprawl;
but these new towns have been a proving ground. for planning
ideas" New towns in Canada can also give architects and
planners a chance to establish a better precedent for
recreation; and a chance to integrate these facilities and
The new community movement was originally

T4

housing in relation to Canada's geography and. climate.

In

there are three major population pockets, Toronto,
Montreal, and Vancouver, which will receive consideration
for new town developments"
.One of the factors involved in new town development
is the provisions for recreation. Recreational facilities
and opportunities that are planned into the community from
the beginning have, of course, a better chance of succeeding.
Convincing future developers or politicians to spend monies
on such ideas as a bicycle system through the community
would be easier and more meaningful if an exísting example
was on hand in Canada"
One of the problems, however, is that people are
reluctant to invest in new, unproven id.eas and therefore,
our cities are not a reflection of our knowledge in planning
or architecture. The ideas are avail-able but private money
Canada

will not take a chance on innovation and will instead.
continue to support the exist.ing patterns. The difficulty
is explained by Leo l.lolinaro when he says;
f know of at least one hundred. cities that have had
studies made of trends in their local economy and
other basic life support systems. Perhaps another
hundred cities can be found but I have yet to find a
city that tries to spell out in clear, operational terms
just what life could be like if the city could achieve
its objectives and reverse undesirable trends or
reinforce desireable ones" We expend our energies on
diagnosis and prescription and never get around to
describing how the results woulcL look, feel, and act"
In shortr we have no clear vision of the. good life to
which people can relate effort, sacrifice costs and
benefits " 13
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The problem of establishing architectural ideais
today is not so much due to the rerative importance of
firmatas utiliras and venustas as to the aiificurty of
creating a rearistic understanding in the lay r.r-ind of
the difference between price and value"14

ïn an affluent and democratic country it is the
wishes of the peopre which decide policy, and. a decision
is expressed in part by the choice the buyer makes (when he
has a choice) " But the folrowing pressures of urbanization
have negated the freedom of choice which we assume are

there:

(a) Land becomes so expensive as to preclude all
but extremely dense residential downtown living.
(b) FamilÍes with children seeking single dwellings
would have to commute several hours each day.
(c) Downtown areas are polluted and noisy.
(d) Higher taxes and yet higher land costs as
suburbs sprawl further.
(e) Industries flee to suburbs leaving: the poor
without access, that they can afford, to jobs; and the
inner city without the necessary tax base; leadership
at core weakerus . as skilled workers move out.
(f) Steady erosion of stable neighbourhood.s,
economíc uncertainty facing core dwellers, deteriorating
quality of their environment, creation of an increasing
explosive situation where people feel cheated and the
despair "
(g) Increased segregation of economic classes,
division in the community and between communities.15
Architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright and Corbusier,
suggested proposals which would alleviate these problems.
But such plans involved radical political change and therefore, were never carried out" Instead, architects have
devoted their energies to developing nev¡ technologies and
tricks to satisfy the developerrs concept of justice. However, what is needed is for the architect to serve the concept of public policy rather than just.ice" To do this, the

'16
architect can produce visual goals and raise the expectations
of the public"
Although goal statements tend to turn off many hard.
headed people because they usually sound rike truisms
and cliches and we have come to associate them with

people or org'anizations that. are powerless to bring them
to reality.
on the other hand, a production goal stated
by a producer, a distribution goal stated by a distri-

buterr or a health goal stated by a health provider can
us sit up and take notice.16
Therefore, in relation to urban planning, it is the goals of
the architects and planners which must be heard.
make

of the ways architects and planners can rationally have their ideals of public policy implemented, is
through regislation. The leveI of the legislative process
which is most connected with urban planning is the Urban
Secretariat which for the first time co-ordinates federal,
provincial, and municipal government policies.
In order for the Urban Secretariat to justify
legislation that co-ordinates ind.ustrial and economic
growth, it must have a clear image of what the city could
be like. This is where the architect can infruence legisration.
One

An exampl.e where legislation concerning urban

planningi was promoted by an architect occurred in 1953 when
'bhe Central ltiortgage and Housing Corporation bought land in
Scarborough, a township of Toronto, Ontario.

In L97I,

C"M"H"C" announced it was going to build a new community

of 501000 people on this land. Because it was the government who bought the land twenty years agor at a good price,
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it defys opposition that architects have no need to concern
themselves with political policy.
A description of this particular project appeared
in the August 11 C.M.H"C. News Bul1etin, Ottawa.
of 501000 in
Borough of Scarborough

New Community

Work will begin soon on the development of a new
community in the northeast sector of tñe Borough of
scarborough which will eventually comprise some 12r000
housing units which will ultimately accomodate a population betv¡een 40,000 and 501000 persons. This is èeen
to represent an investment in l_and development of
approximatery 40 mirlion dorrars and a total deveropment
including land and building of some one-harf billiol

dollars "
The new fully serviced, fully integrated community
will be built on more than L,700 acres of land known as
the Marvern land assembry project which was acquired by
the federal and provincial government in partnership in
1953, in anticipation of housing needs. The site will
be developed in phases over periods of lO years as a
balanced community containing residentj-al, industrial,
institutj-onar and commercial lands as well as providing
spaces for schools, recreation, parks, and day care
centres "
The over arr development is intended. to serve a wide
range of income groups. serviced land will be available
for housing of all types including single and semidetached dwelliogs, town housing and apartment and in a
variety of tenures including teasehold and condominiums.
Some of the rental accomodation will be at market
and some wíII be for low income fam.ities and individuals. lT
Aside from helping to meet the housing requirements
of a substantial population increase for metropolitan
Toronto in the coming years, this project provides an
excellent opportunity for the introduction of the recreational space ¡ack into the urban setting
Another precident in Canada is Nunrs Island of
Montreal where the owner gave direction and was not
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interested in selring the land to a developer who woutd
divide the property into ind.ividual lots. The land, consequently was sold to the euebec government and not to private
developers" Nunts rsland- is a result of an attitude based
on the principle of trying to buird a better environment in
which to live.
The thinking behind the Nunrs Island concept, with
desirable tracts of land being what they are tóday-scarce and costly--is the land must be utilized. to
better advantage both when it comes to providing more
homes and retaining more open space. consequently, the
rsland is planned for 30 units per acre, a density that
is advocated by a number of planners and to which
weissband subscribes. Therefore, at the very outset
this figure rvas fairly well estabrished.. eut the amount
of open space left, even with this density, retained as
it is in large, usabre exampleg, makes thé community a
sought-after place to live in.lB
Additionar positive examples of interjecting pubric
spaces into the urban core is ottawa. rt is no accident
that Ottawa has changed its image and has becorne a more human
experience for visitor and residence. hrith the leadership
of Douglas Furrerton, chairman of the l.Iational capital
commissionn remarkabre feats have l.>een accomplished. He
paid attention to items that would. otherwise be over-looked
by normal urban planning"
t. He made available plots of parkway land so that
city dwellers could grow their ovJn vegetables.
2. On Sundays during the sulnmer, he closed large
sections of the parkway to automobiles and turned them
over to hordes of delighted. cyclists"
3. He also deserves the Order of Canad.a for having
banned snowmobiles from Gatineau Park.
4. He inspired a spectacularly successful winter
innovation conversion of the Rideau Canal into a
winding four mile skating rink. Thousands of Ottawans
have taken to the Rideau in a form of winter jogging.I9

'19
ottawa, having the most successful canadian experiment in closing off a shopping street to traffic and. turning
it over to pedestrians, provides a good. model of what
leadership and attitude can accomplish once a goal is
estabrished. The pressure to form the N.c.c" came not from
economics but rather from wanting a capital that canadians
would be proud of. we shourd think this way about. arr our

urban centres.

Spanks

Street MalI, Ottawa

The clue to the N"C.C" success was the legislation

that gave it jurisdiction over the newly formed capital
region of Ottawa, Hull and Quebec. In updating 1egislation
it wourd be wise to rook at countries rike sweden who have
used this tool to form the type of physical form thought

20
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more desirable to contemporary twentielh century urban

living
rn 1947 an act was passed. to divest private l-andowners
of the right to make subdivisions for building developrnents. rnstead, the l-arv decreed that building shall
take prace only where it is deemed desirable in the
public interest. As thus defined any buirding project
is supposed to satisfy designated sañitary, eõonomlc
and sociar criteria.
A landowner who is denied dense
building deveropment on his property is not entitled
compensation either. On the strength of the 1965
Natural Conservation Act, rural developm_ent may be
prohibited in areas which are considered valuable for
their scenic beauty as for the outdoor recreation they
provide.
Not only does the Act entitle the auttrorities to
stop unsuitable deveropment, but it. arso enables them
to acquire land against the owners will in order to
rearize planning intentions for specified areas wittrin
specified times.
The scope for public purchase of land is further
enlarged by the Law of Eminent Domain, under which
local authorities may expropriate land if that will_
ensure the carrying out of development projects at
reasonabre cost; the compensation to be paid for land
acquired under eminent demain is fixed by special
expropriation courts. 20
The emphasís on }egislating urban precedents i-nstead

of letting trends establish is a more responsible approach
to providing the urban core. with itts vitality.
One such trend is that th.e pattern of recreational
demands within the city is likely to shift away from
space consuming recreation such as the extensive open
air parks and in favour of the space saving capital
intensive facilities.
Exemplified by swimming poo1s,
expensive equipment, and organized. playgrounds and
stadium for spectators sports. In general, the pressure
upon the community will appear not so much in terms of
relatively large space requirement with the city, but
rather in the form of increased expenditures for
recreational capital facilities. 21This quote fails to point out why the trend results. It is
not that people wish this type of activity as opposed to
the large parks. It is that the user does not have the

22

choice of the large parks within the city. Economic and
land varues have more to do with supporting this trend and
not the desires of the peopre" we need tennis courts,
football stadiums and swimming pools but can one imagine
bJinnipeg without Assini.boine park or vancouver without
Stanley Park" fn fact, withlgreater number of people
relying on the urban setting for their recreation, our

cities should consider expanding large park facilities as
weIl as compact sports centres.
rn understanding urban recreation one must understand the constraints on the activities of the people. Iuiost
of these activities are carried on in crose proximity to
the home"
Although the rising standard of living and the increased
mobility which accompanies the shorter working hours
make it possible for the family to spend more time away
from home. survelis have shown that an average of 30%
of the availabre time is stilI spent in or close to it,.
Furthermore, the low mobility groups, namely the
children, mothers, and the aged are home bound and so
are the increased number of unemployed and the unernproyable.22

Since the majority of recreational activj_ties do
take place within close vicinity to the home the emphasis

in urban planning must be placed on establishing informal
recreational areas among the residences.

OBSERVING

street hockey represents the type of leisure activity
i'shich this thesis promotes . Bicycring, jogging, swimming,
and loitering are difficurt actions to plan for due to their
unscheduled. nature" YeL the responsibility of the architect
or planner is to integrate ;t#eæ places for just such activities with our residenLial and commerciar building. The
fault with our traditional approach to providing recreation
is that we construct set giames or things to play with
instead of the place.
The following pictures capture people in the act of
unstructured recreatj-on" Although the photograph represents
isolated observations, there is no attempt of organizing the
d.ifferent activities into sub-headings. The photographs are
used to define unstructured recreation only.

The reader

see patterns and want to form a t.axonomy of how these

actions relate to each other, space and. recreation in
general, but the list not complete and a taxonorny of
recreation is not the object of this thesis"

23
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Street hockey
The importance of street hockey ries mainly in the
relationship between Lhe proximics of the street and the

front doors of the childrenrs homes. sLreet hockey allows
for spontanious g:ames and minimum equipment. Mothers can
call children into house at will. Rules are, (no need of
supervision) kept to minimum yet physicat skilrs and the
excitement of body contact are sti1l maintained.

25

Sliding
children are challenging each other to the abirity
of body balance, muscle Lone, and coordination.
No equipment is needed. The abandon rail

embank-

ment, even though not constructed for such activity,
provides an excellent linear play space.

26
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Tobogganing

Tobogganing celebrates the arrival of winter.

ft

provides an excuse to experience the snow and*-to--e1ose=to
bhe-g.round. swishing down the hilrs gives a sensation of
speed and accomplishment. Tobogganíng becomes a game of
subtre complications. The questions arise as to how far
you can traverse the f1at, how many people can you pack
onto one toboggan, can you stay on while taking a bump?
There is always the unexpected spill that forces
you to recognize the properties of snow.

27

climbing and tunnelling
Experiencing snow tunnelling is discovering the
world of white caves, with their silence. The chalrenge
of caves is to tease the structure with ever increasing
spaces until it collapses.
Snow

28

Snowshoeing and cross country skiing

These activities

relate to older ages who like to
have an excuse to exercise" The art of snow shoeing is
physically demanding especially in deep snow and has a
touch of Canadian sentiment. The sport as avarlable to
basically anyone who can walk, the shoes are not. expensive
and last a lifetime.
The greatest hinderance to snowshoeing is the lack

of place within the city.

29

Skating

skating is an activity that ís common to all ages
and both sexes. The rink is a rear highríght of activity"
The old watch the young and the poor skaters watch the
show-offs" The busy people stop briefly to refresh their
memory

of such carefree

movement.
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Linear parks
rt should be recognized that children play on the
way to school, shopso and play ground.s" The path is
actually the playground.. Given space and naturets oÌvn
forms the children wirl invent the rest. There is no need
for providing toys.

31

Tree clinJcing
The trees are not just branches but a jungle,

secret hideaways, an airplaner or mountain to conquer.
Tree crimbing provides an instinctive charlenge for boys
and gírIs to test and develop their physical coordination.
children hurt themselves crimbing because they arso
have been given the dominant instinct of self preservation
and know their own limitations.
Few

32

Bicycle paths
The importance of the bicycle paths becomes more
evident when one learns that in I|TL there were as many

bicycles solcl in North America as cars.
The bicycle path in this particular case is
enriched by valleys and knolts.
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Swinging

This game is fun because it is dangerous. The
child gets the thrill of accomplishment.
The place of action is the warking paths from the
housing at cumbinauld, scotland to the towns shopping
centre" The path allows the passer by to experience the
playing of the children"

34
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Walking paths
These are important because it gives couples

a

place of privacy without having to buy a ticket. paths
are a good way of experiencing the changing seasons, the
smells, sounds and colour which cannot be fuIly appreciated from the enclosure of the car.
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Presence of water

rn this particular experience the chirdren were
examining a sma]I toad or was it a frog? The importance of
this picture is that the water body is in the heart of a
residential neighbourhood of ottawa. Note the use of
bicycles that arlows the water "place" to be ready available to children of other neighbourhoods.
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Large open green spaces
we have so often equated urban recreation to green

open space that its place i-n pubric recreation policy is

taken for granted. ff the parks have firred their purpose
in the past, future generations wirr have to rely on them
even more" Prans shourd. be made for even bigger green
spaces within the hearts of our urban coresr rro matter what
the cost"
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Children discovering on their own scale
The space provided here was not meant to be a
gathering node for children. rt just happened to be close

to the super market where mother went to shop. children
immediately noticed that the space was to their scare and
claimed it..
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Loitering
educationarists and planners consider just
hanging around the street corner as a waste of time because
it contradicts personal \'arues. But it happens that some
people do not have the luxury of personal privacy at home
and retreaL to the streets to be arone" Also it gives them
a chance to meet peopre, develop. gregarious relationships
and con'J¡at their loneriness regardless of how the time is
Many

spent

"

39

The source of water

Public water especially if it is scarce in the
urban setting is a sure centre of interest. In this
particular example the only source of water for these
children was a place of which they treasured
with bright colours.

and decorated

40

Personal contact

ft is not surprising that despite all economic
trends and pressures there are people who are still faithful to their old neighbourhood stores. We still get a
kick out of havi-ng the storekeeper kno\d us by name and
gives us that personal touch as if we were somebody special.

4T

Group Cohesion
The spaces where people gather have more to do with

what is available than that which is desirable. The
challenge is to make the best of the past nristakes.

42
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Browsing

The nj_cest experiences at the market are smelling

and observing the fresh meats, flowers and vegetables"

Despite trends that make these market places uneconomical
they still can be found in the large urban centres of
Canada and are real sources of refreshing recreation.

RECREATTON AND COI{MUNTTY

Recreation in general is an activity which refreshes
ones body and. mind. yet recreation is a matter of personal
interpretation and what is fun and stimulating for some
people may be unfulfilling work for others.
Any human actJ-vity could be theoretically

classified

as recreation under the above definition depending on the
individuar attitude. But to understand the phenomenon of
recreation the acti-on can be -' _ ,;._ categorized into indoor
and outdoor activities.

within these categories fall a

wj_de

variety of recreational_ pastimes.
To meet the needs of individuars, groups, crubs and
societies, there exists outd.oor spòrts- grounds, play
areas r parks and pleasure gardens. Theie are aIËo indoor requirements to accommodate the arts, (including
theatrical, musical, literary, and d.ramatic'activitiesÍ,
sports and physical recreation, hobbies, require
large range of facirities, some specialized other a
general: halrs and meeting rooms, theatres, museums
and li-braries, sports centres and swimming poors,
workshops, craftrooms, lecture and concert ñar1s.
Recreation in the country requires car parkirg, picnic
areas and scenic viewing points; and camping ãit"=;
water recreation; footpaths and brid.dle þatñs; field^
centers. Rides and refuges for naturar ãcience
enthusiasts; the list is long an{ st,il_l incomplete.23
The above categorizing abstracts the activities

into a relationship between action and space but an additionar qualifier must be add.ed. Recreation should relate
to our economic patterns.
To do this it ought to be recognized. that the
43
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provision for recreationar space is d.rawn from three
sources

main

"

First, private facitities:
those owned and administered. by private clubs, in which one would incrude clubs
linked to industrial or business concerns. Generally,
and particuJ-arly in sports, clubs cater for only one or
two recreational activities; but an increasing minority
i: rooking to the promotion of a wider range óf activil

ties

second, commercially operated facilities:
provided
by individuars and organizations with the e*pr"-"s purpose
of making a profit.
They incrude restaurants and concert
harrs, cinemas and riding stabres, theaters and boatyards, dance halIs. stately homes, camping sites, skating
and bowring a1leys, marinas and. golf aiiving ranges.
Third, public facilities in which there are two
main categories. First, Lhose provided by a public
authority for generar use and second., thoãe piovided out
of public funds for a special purpose but foi which
certain restricted recreationar uãe has been possibre.
An example of the first category are urban paiks and
swJ-mming poo1s, libraries and museums. The second
category includes facilities in ed.ucaÈional establishments, those administrated by the services and certain
types of water areas, forest plantatigr= r or high school
football, drama and. community cIubs.24

In applying these abstractions, it

became evident

4s

that the definition of public recreation used by the city of
winnipeg was problematic. Firstly, ttre department d.efines
recreation in terms of maintenance of property and not
according to peopreÌs acLivity. For instance, cemetaries
and isolated boulevards are classified. as recreational_
areas - This gives as unrepresentative picture of the
available facilities in winnipeg" Another i-mportant point
is that the different municipalities recentry joined t.o m_ake
one greater city. previousry, each municipality had its own
programs and the emphasis on activities

varied. As yet,
there is no one comprehensive recreational poricy or set of
goals for the greater city
winnipeg's public recreationar policy is defined in
terms of a model which is constructed of three major
elernents. The model consists of districts and within the
districts a number of communities which are, in turn,
'

conÌposed

of neighbourhoods.

25

Neighbourhood:

An area of r/4 mile radius.

The population may vary

from 31000 to 6,000. It is characterized by:
(1) a centrally located elementary school,
(2) I0% of the area being made up of parks,
(3) a centrally l-ocated recreation centre,
(4) loca1 shops to meet daily need,s,

(5) bound.aries located. at through streets.
The lou of area which is set aside for recreation
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consists of a neighbourhood park and a neighbourhood centre.
The park consists of 4 acres, (or I acre per 1roo0 popuration) " rn Lhe park is a tot lot and a chil_drenrs skating
rink" The neighbourhood centre of 5 acres is made up of a
skating rink, a football field, a softball diamond, a
building with two dressing rooms, and a murti-purpose room
to serve for meetings and group activitiu=.26
Community:

An area of approximately 4 to 6 neighbourhoods and
has a community park and centre. The park primarily a r-andscaped park area l0 to 15 acres. The community centre site

contains a hockey rink, football fietds, softball diamond.s,
a playgroundo tennis court, games court area and. a recreation building. The building should provide office, storage,
kitchen, change rooms, lavatories and multi-purpose rooms"
District:
An area consisting of 2 to 6 communities and
primarily a geographic concept. Each di-strict has its

district park of an area of 40 acres, devoted to both
active and passive recreation. This park contains indoor
and outdoor swimming pool, tennis courts, basebarr diamonds,

football fields, running track, toboggan run, picnic areas
and a water feature as a model boat po.d.27
This moder, with its definiticns is not accurate.
According to the Greater winnipeg parks and Recreation
survey L957, figures between 24r000 to 216r000
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peopre make. a district.

However, a popurat.ion of 2t6r0o0

requires different recreational patterns than 24,ooo. yet
each district,
in t.heory, was to be a unit composed of
typical communities and neighbourhood packages different
only in numbers.
T'ithin the neighbourhoods ilre areas set aside for
recreation are disjointed, left over land which has a poor
relationship to the district's conr¡nunities. public
recreation within these community centers revolve around
supervised sports and crafts.28

rh"r" is no regional
framework or gaols that r-ink the different neighbourhoods,
communities or districts into a working unit.29
Improving recreation requires weII defined el-ernents
such as swimming poors, small and large parks, tot lots and.
neighbourhood centres. But what is most important and often
ignored is how the erements relate to each other in terms of
location, síze, existing traffic pattern, housing,
geography, and diversity, of facilities.
ïn an attempt to understand the existing relationship between city parks, community clubs, and, civic centres
the following map was done. rt is a reduced. copy of a
larger colour-coded. map. The shaded-in areas designate
areas set aside for metro parks " The larger circles
represent civic centres (indoor sports facilities),
the
smaller circres illustrate community centres (outdoor sports
facilities) r and the dots represent neighbourhood parks and
tot lots.
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This nap reveals just how ad hoc ilre pattern of
pubric recreation is " Not only does the map expose the
disjoint^ed recreationar planning but. it does not present an
accurate account of recreational- activities.
people relax
and play¡ orr sidewalks, ord raillines, river banks, and.
l-ots arl of which are not part of the city's
official public recreational scheme. A crear example of
the inaccuracy involves street hockey. This is one of
winnipeg's most popular sports" you will, rrowever, not
ii.ta this listed. t or categorized as recreation by any city
abandoned

department.

To synthesize the actions of civilized
becomes an exhausting, useless exercise.

roafing

only a perfect systemization can guarantee the possession
of.the entire content and. turn philosophy into ä
sclence.

JU

Confronted with planning activitj-es that cannot be accurately
categorized we must use intuition as a rationar tool to
handl-e the irrationat.

The word irrationar

is used here to
explain the unknown whys of civilized loafing, tree
crimbing, snowball fights, a passion for bicycling and so
on.

Looking at winnipeg from the air ancl eliminating porit.ical boundaries but recognizing natural and man-made surface

features allows one to intuitivery abstract the types of
activities occurring in the d.ifferent spaces.
Observing a mosiac map of Winnipeg (pagest ) it is
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apparent that the one dominant feature of the city is the
street patterns " The differences in street patterns rel_ate

to what types of recreational spaces are an integral part
of the residentiar communities. To demonstrate this
difference we can examine the street patterns of three
particular areas. These areas are River Fieights (r) ,
Wildwood Park (2.) , and Windsor park (3)"
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River Heights
RiverHeightshasatrad.itionalresid.entialgrid'

withadensityofapproximately:48'housingunitsper
ø'cîe.Noticethepublicrecreationalareaspocketed
throughoutcityblockshavinglittlerelationshiptoeach
other.
Map scale:

l" =

1000
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Key of map:

r"

This is winnipeg's rargest metro park containing
zoot open fields, and wooded area. rt is a successful park
in terms of diversity of passive and active activities.
winnipeggiers frequent the park in great numÏ.¡ers but the park
is large enough to absorb the leisure seekers.
2 " chirdren coming and going to the park have
established a bicycle path arong the river bank.
3 " peopre out strorling have estabrished a walking
path in the centre of the boulevard arong wellington
Crescent.

!{ellington crescent being the wealthy residential
area of vtinnipeg is certainly a neighbourhood where peopre
courd drive if they wished. yet this path persists. The
path, then, is evidence that people stil-l enjoy the option
of walking. The disappointment is that this type of
facility does not comprehensivery filter out through the
whole community, instead of our insensitive, static,
straight concrete sidewalks.
4River Heights civic centre contains the indoor
rink, barl diamonds, tot lot, tennis courts, school, and
parking lot.
5. The community centre has basically the same
fabilities as the civic centre. rt serves the same age
group provides recreationar activities such as: ball
diamonds, tot 1ot, hockey, and. football.
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" This passive neighbourhoocl park isolated from
the majority of the housing units realry only serves the
6

immediate area" older people in park cannot view the youth

playing at the nearby civic centre.
7 " The civic centre for Tuxedo contains the usual
facilities; tot rot with wadding poor, football fieId,
basebarl diamond, tennis courts, and two outdoor hockey
rinks which have been recently incr:eased to four. Note
that Lhis civic centre is for the political unit of
Tuxedo, a community that has eight hundred housing units.
B"
This walking bridge is a favourable link to
unite the residential areas with park land.
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Windsor Park of St" Boniface, itlanitoba
The street pattern of winosor Park is typical of
Canadian urban resid.ential subdivisions for the last ten

years ano is the existing format for many spreading city
is roughtly +? units"
fringes" Density per acre

This subdivision hints at providing integrated
recreational space but falls short because of weak commitment on behalf of the land developer.
Map scale:

l" =

'1000

æ;ä:
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Key to map:

1" This warking path is more of a reftover space
'than a planned system. The path reaches out to
few of the
housing units within the neighbourhood.
2" The communi-ty centre is roughly in the geographic
centre of community but not linked to the housing units with
pedestrian warks. The shopping centre and recreation
centre, although in the

same

area, turn their backs

on

each other.

3" The civic centre with its ind.oor arena is in the
most inconvient locati-on for access. This is because the
centre was not a parameter of the overarl planning scheme.
ft was buil-t on fringe land as an after-thought.
" Tot lots

official parks of the city are
again '' af ter-thoughts of hor^¡ to use the land lefL over
from the street grid.
5. This neighbourhood park shoulcl have been at the
other end of the pedestrian path mentioned in point r.
4

as

" The high-rise d.evelopment is isolated on a
triangle piece of property and has no physicar link to the
existing community recreationar park except by car.
7. Here is an interesting. attempt at 1etting
recreational facilities dictate the form of the conrmunity.
The body of water provides a richer tife style for the
resid.ents. Skating, hockey, snowmobile track, observing
srnall waterlife, vradding, sairing moder boats etc., all take
place within warking distance from residential units.
6
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I¡lildwood Park
Wildwood Park was one of the first

planned deviation

of street layouts for Canadian residential suburbs" The
change in street patterns gives certain advantages to
encouraging civilízed" Ieisure. Density of housing per
acYe ' is roughly 3+ units"
Map scale: 1" = 1000'
-:

5B

Key to map:

1" This walking path has access to alr the housing
units of the development.
2" The path system leads to the locar public school.
3. The community club is outside the planning unit.
ït should have been placed on the v¿alk path to arrow people
safer access. However this cannot be d.one in the existing
planning policies because public city recreation space is
divorced from privately deveroped. communities.
4. The large open space ringed with forest enhances
many of the passive activities such as: moder airplane
flying, barl tossing, hide and seek, sun bathing, etc. This
type of space is much richer than an offici.al football field
even though football is played in this area.
5. The feeder road to housing unit (back of the
houses) allows minimum of area covered by asphalt. The

road also keeps traffic down to a minimum numbe:: and at a
slow speed. The long curve does not allow car6 to race
away. This makes the area safer for playing children.
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while looking at existing neighbourrroods, it is
evident that d.ivision of land into residential ro*s is not
for the provision of integrated puÌ:ric, semi-pubric, and
private spaces, but to provide the cleveropers wi_th singre
family residential packages to selr. The developer has to
pack in as nany units as possible to maximize profits.
rnvestors wilr not integrate public recreational areas

unless it produces greater profits,
The integration as vve
saw in vlildwood park of Fort Garry, winnipeg, is rare
because in that case the deveroper, rrfr. Bird, wanted to
experiment' T'he plan is superior to windsor park, even
though hTildwood park was buitt fifteen years previous to it.
There will be few wildwoocl parks in cana.dars future unl-ess
planning and deveroping principres change from a method. of

creating private weatth to providing a richer public poricy
for the citizens
Fresh aLtention ought to be given to our system of
land-ownership. rn the past, the system of land-ownership
was succeeded in building our cities.

However, the

same

policies may not be satisfactory to new conditions.
A state which grows quantitatively in population and
wearth changes its nature, its stiuctureé and its
consideration; it may collapse from within
of the self same constitutión which, beforebecause
it expanded,
had made it strong and prosperous,3i
Briefly examining three exampres of community
planning; chandigarho cumbernaurd¡ â.nd Nunrs rsrand,
Montrear we observe the o.ifference that communityrs form
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takes" once the rand is pubricly owned such as chandigarh,
cumbernauld, and Nun¡s rsland, the developer and the
planning agents of the governmenL can work together. The
developer makes his profit from building the structure and
the government agencies determine how the land is to be
used'" This provides a gireater opportunity for introducing
leisure spaces into the planned comrnunity.32

6L

service road
green band

market centre

village group
health centre
foot and
bicyile

r---r_i

\

path

Ilap of Chandigarh Housing
These houses were grouped together in virrages of
1501200 houses having a central green area ánd the
minimum path access. we crosecr the end. of the roads
to give pri-vacy and security.33

The form determinate is the provision of the central
linear park"
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Diagram of Cumbernauld. Housing

rn cumbernauld pedestrian and vehicular traffic are
almost totally segregated. permissive environment
(paths) in which are design for plurar use, so that
rigidity of our solutions does nõt precl-ude alternative
ule. Play areas are good examples. children pray al]
the way home from school inventing their g,ames as they
90 and many of the Cumbernauld play areas do have
exactly this feeling of casuarness. since chi-ldren do
not need or- depend on praygrounds as such to play games
they need places to pray in rather than set gamäs to
play or things to play with.34
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of Nuns rsland, Irlontreal and Housing community
A vehicular parkway system links the four zones with the
parkway also serving as the primary organizing erement
to form the boundary between the two communitíes ancl
commercial office centre" The traffic plan separates
high volume 'traf f ic rented on the primary road!, f rom
secondary cur-de-sac streets used by neighbourhood
residents. rt arso eliminates the need ior residents
to cross a Þrimarv road t.o reacrr community and shopping
facilities .35

APPLICATTON

Aft'er examini-ng Nuns rsrand, cumbernauld, and
chandigarh, the chalrenge is to introduce sirnilar public
recreation spaces into an existing urban community.
The architect does not have the luxury of starting
He must respect but not necessarily leave unchallenged

fresh"
the existing resid.ential, educationar, cofirmeïcial, poritical
and recreation patterns,

The dynarnism of private enterprise, borstered by the
profit motive, has enabled it to take
the lead in urban
renewal and force the pace of the reconsideration
of
town centres, their use and varue structure.
Private enterprise can mobilize the cash, and buy the
skills- Locar authorities possess the
resort
powers of compulsory purchase, but haverast
of
necessarity
had to use their town- planning irr practic:e to administer
the compricated provisions of the Þlanning acts rather
than in positive action. rt is no\{ recogñizea
that the
complementary contributions of the l_ocar authority
and
private enterprise must be brought properì_y together;
the former supprying th. skilfuÍ prãnn-ing
local concern through the agency ãr theii úacrçliound.,
demoãratic
structure' and the finar unifcalion of rand
orvnership;
the latter _aiding and implementing the agreed
pioposai_s
by means o!_their financial resouices and commercial

expertise.36

rt is with this quote in mind that we look at urban renewal
No. 2 district of winnipeg. The district needs redevelopment in terms of new housing, commerce and sociar
facilities " This is an excerrent opportunity for government
to bring together the demands for civirized leisure r rrê\¡ü
housing and commerce into the area at the same time
ïnstead of the government buirding the new housing they
64
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could provide the

communj_ty

centre as the catalyst for

redevelopment.
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Existing Land Use patterns
urban renewal area #z comprises r57 city
and
contains 540 acres. Therè are over 2,0ô0brocks
buildings
the area, and an extremer-y wide variety of i-ra-rr="= in
ranging from single and murtiple famiry a*"iii"g= to ,
institutional, corTrmercial and industrial- uses. streets
and lanes use the largest amount of rand--nearry
zgz,
and residences account for about 262 | industrieå occupy
about 20" and the remaining zseo is distribut¿ã-ãmongst
commercial, government, scñool, churches , opar,
=pu.a.
and other miscerlaneous types of land uses.represents about 3% of the total acreage.3T Vacânt r_and
fmpressions
The dominant impression which renewal area #z leaves on
the casual observer is that it is an area
widely
mixed land use I many of them incompatibre,ofu.r,á
irr-t

they are strongly locarized in parlicurar'"".i"rl=;
that it is cut up by major traflic arteries into a
number of small sectors which have no relationship or
communication with each other; that i-ndustrial ,=.= have
infiltrated and are spotted throughout the
and
cafes along the short stretch of main streetarea;
between city
hall and the residential- slums r âs wel-I as pockets of
quite good housing with. pleasant
depressionl nãgrect
and even stag.nation, which hangs onãr the entirã
district. 3B
From the survey work d.one for the city of winnípeg

the people of urban Renewal Area No. 2 reflect two important
points

"

I"

Attitudes Towards Renewal
rn spite of the high mobirity of the population
majorilv have expressed the ãesire to- rõmain in athe
area. J9

2"

Peoples Options on ImprovJ-ng the Area

over 402 had no opinion, the next largest group fert
that clearing ay*y the slums would. be-the *ry Lo effect
an improvement.40

,67
rt is not surprising that 4oz had no opinion. The
citizens in all probabirity never conceivecl of improving the
environment outside their apartment or past their back yard.
Nearly 303 of the population associated srum clearance as

the best approach to stopping the districts physicar decay"
However slum clearance v/as not definecl"
rn order to get a more rational feedback from the
residing population the next stage should revorve around.
visual images and not words.
Obj

ectives

The objectives now are to rerate the insight of
civil-ized loafing and the principars of new community

planning for distri-ct No. 2. The ideas will form a physical
sol-ution, The solutíon of course is only a statement which

is meant for discussion and continued refinement as ad.ditional information surfaces.
Program for pubric Recreation in urban Renewal
Area No" 2,

Introduction of Civilized Leisure
A. Civic Centre
B. Linear parks (pedestrian and cycling paths )
C. Respecting, in this particular case, the
exi-sting pockets of recreation.
The sorution wilr concentrate on the civic centre,
whose form must adopt to the street grid and the availabre

6B

l-and" This idea came onry after rooking at the map of the
area' The }lidland Railway property is for sare, free of
residences, and is situated in the heart of the community.
The land package is rarge enough to incorporate

both new housing and the civic centre. The relationship of
the civic centre to the new housing (see map, page 69) is
ideal. The centre would absorb the additional popuration
without overload.ing the existing parks. The new housing
having the advantage of a weather protected marl from it to
the centre would make the housing a convenient place to
live" rt would offer the people of the area an option for
improving their environment without having to l-eave the
area. The railine feeding the old. raílyard becomes a

naturar linear park where pedestrians and cyctist could
funner on to alr along the line. using the rail Ii-ne takes
advantage of the existing briciges to segregate people from
traffic.
rt arso allows chirdren to bicycre from the urban
Renewal Area l.To. 2 alr- the way to the Assiniboine River and
to connect wíth the e>risting bicycle trails, t.hat reads to
Assiniboine Park and the city's zoo,
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urban renewal no.
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The popuration of urban Renewar Area i-s of varíous
ethnic backgrounds; canadian rndian, chinese, French,

Metis, portugese, polish, British and
ukranian" The public spaces must integrate throughout
Èhe community and be the play space where different ethnic
groups meet. Activities such as street hockey, tobogganing,
and bi-cycring are fun for all children whether they are of
German, Ita]ian,

Chinese, French t or Canadian origin.

'
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Previous Park for Midland Railyard
The idea of using the Midland Railway property for

recreation is not new. The Kinsmen have already proposed
recreation centre (see ilrustration).
The advantages of
their scheme is economics. The disadvantages can be
summed

a

up in three points"

1. The activities are meant for youth on1y,
2 - The activities
are organized team sports which
are more suited to the city's definition of recreation and
not the peopfers needs,
3. The facilities are not large enough to compensate
the lack of recreational opportunities of the people in this
area. A swimming pool is needed noL a wadding pool.
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The Peoplets Committee Newsletter gives an insight

into how the community reacted to the Kinpark.
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The nev¡sletter reinforces the commitment to civirized

loafing

and.

helps to form the program for the civic centre"

Civic Centre program
1. Swimming
- wadding
diving
fountains to provide a centre of interest
suntanning

" Convient Stores
to be determined by commercíaI need.
use existing warehouse on property
3. Farmers }larket
2

farmers drive on to site with L/z Èon trucks to
selI fresh vegetables, flowers

4.

Gym Area

semi-organized, basketbarr, weightlifting,
exercise classes

boxing.

5. Observing
throughout the site a path for people to watch
activities withouL buying a ticket.

6" Tobogganing
slides to be similar to those used in city's
recreational program
secondary hill,
7

non-supervised

" Indoor Rink
opportunity for scrub hockey d.uring the coldest

'
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weather

rink of officiar size to arlow for reguration play
little seating for spectators
B. fndoor Winter Street
undef
9

inited activities

" Outdoor Skating
rink converted from swimming pool
- must be large to arlow the right to test skills
and endurance.

10

" Climbing
the small hill
attraction

in winnipeg becomes a real point of

combine with toboggan area

11, Bicycling
- bicycles must be allowed on to site
- bicycle storage
bicycre path mad.e interesting by introduction of
hills
12" Existing Programs--Activities
from the community calendar (City of ln/innipeg)
bingo rooms
arL and crafts
club meeting rooms
13. Restaurant
run by private owner to supply meals
24 hour coffee shop such as Salisbury

House

7s

14" Open Field
scrub football, soccer, baseball
15" Day Care Centre, Social Services
to be a service for the neighbourhood and
housing development.
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pedestrian & cycle path
old railway right of way

existing bridge

rolling hil1s for bicycle
path

scrub football
scrub baseball
scrub soccer

iti

ganing
ù'

service
main pedestrian path

\
\

climbing hi1ls

raised off ground
to all_ow people to
observe actÍon off
the corridor

swimming

diving

-.

link from existing

sun Èanning

residence

V
,,n

outdoor skating
in winter

-r,{7'

link from existing
residence servicò

hockey indoor

restaurant and coffee shop
space for indoor wandering
possible market space
gymnasium

exist.ing waref,ouje
renovated to

y'..,,Parkíng
í---.

commercial sh{ps
1,

bingo hal1 and arts and.
crafts
formal space for older
people

)l
/./

encl-osed and

outside
pedestrian

path

overhead bridge

daycare centre wit.h
enclosed link to
housing
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main traffic
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artery
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lRobert Andras, Central lrfortgage and Housing
Corporation Departmental Circu1ar, ôttawa (August, l-972)
2St^uart French,
"The First Peoplets park lrlovementr¡,
Landscape Architecture, Lexington
(October, l-97I).
^y:
3P"t"= Collins, Architectural Judgment (Montreal,
L97L), p" 70"
4Colin Hunt, "The Participation of private Enterprise", The Pedestrain in the City (London, L965), p. 227"
SP"t"r Collins, Architectural Judgment (t"lontreal,
L97L), p. 72"
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6a11ar, Tate,
"Private Enterprise in Creating
Communities, " The Architect, Perth, AusÈr:alia (Sept.

, 197I) .
TCentra1 Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Capital
Budget Report, L97I, Question Section, p. 1.
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"Peter Collins, Architectural Judgment (I"Iontreal,
1971), p. 68.
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--Lewis

24"

Mumford, The Urban Prospect (New York, L96B)

llceoffrey Copcutt, "Planning and Designing. The
Central Areas of Cumbernauld. New Townr', The Pedestrian in
the City (London, 1965) , p. 229 "
l2rryron Lieberman,

"Nevy'

Communities " , Saturday

Review (l'1ay 15, 197I) "
13L"o lulolinaro,
"Truth and Consequences for O1der
Cities", Saturday Review (t'ray 15, 197f ) , p. 30.
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195"
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lttolinaro, "Truth and Consequences for Older
CiLies", Saturday Review (May 15o 1971), p. 30.
l7Rob"rt Andras, communique of the Minister
of urban
Affairs, Ottawa, August II
'ìo
'Cy Paumier, "The Case of a New Townr', AIA Journal
(November 1970) , p" 33"
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--John M" Scott, "Letting By Town Be Bygones", Time
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To\,vn planning
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p" 150.
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--John
Farina, "Frame of Reference", Greater winnipeg
Parks and Recreation Survey 1952, p. 6.
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--ïbid",
p" B.
27
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2Brbid.o p. 5"
29lbid.., p" 13"
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"'Henri
Lefebvre, Dialectical Materialism (London,
L969), p" 51.
.
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p" 54"
_

32co1in Hunt,
"The Participation of private Bnterprise", Pedestrain In the City (London, L965), p. 227.
33_
"'Jane

Drew, I'Chand.igarh Housing", Ped.estrian In the
(London,
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1965), p. 279"

34". J¿ Fricher, "A Pedestrianrs Experience of the
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'l"y Paumier, Jr., "The Case of a New To\,vn,,, AIA
Journal (November, l-920), p. 34"
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37_
''Associated
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